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Pamela Greenwood

The Perry Room transformed
PAMELA GREENWOOD has overseen
the delicate and complicated
project of refurbishing the Perry
Room and reports on the highly
satisfactory result

the lengthy task of putting the
paper-based and textile collections
together in one room, into better
storage conditions, and to pack
them all to Accreditation standard.

EARLIER THIS YEAR generous legacies
from former curators Elspeth Veale
and Prue Hartopp enabled the
Museum to refurbish the Perry
Room Stores with museum- and
archive-standard storage furniture.
While packing and moving the
Collections to the temporary store,
we rediscovered some amazing items
not seen for a long time.
Now the stores have been
refurbished we can carry out

BEFORE
Previously the bulk of the Museum’s
Collections was stored in cupboards
and on open shelves made of wood
or fibreboard, materials harmful to
many types of collections, and not
very secure or fire-resistant. Elderly
carpets, heavy with dirt and a firerisk, provided homes for at least
two kinds of undesirable beetles.
Electrical appliances and cables that
are not absolutely essential have

no place in museum storage areas.
With one map chest standing on top
of another and many items without
covering or appropriate shelving,
change was needed.
The Collections urgently needed
improved security too, as this is a
publicly accessible area, greater
protection from light and dust, and
better ways of reducing the risk of
fire and water damage.
AFTER
Without the much-appreciated
building repairs by The Village
Hall Trust and its contractors
carried out within the Museum’s
(continued on p3)
schedule, the

Two views of the Perry Room
before refurbishment (left)
and the new shelves
For the latest information, go to www.wimbledonsociety.org.uk, www.wimbledonmuseum.org.uk or the Facebook page.
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AGM report 2017
THE SOCIETY held its 113th Annual General Meeting
at the Lower Hall, Sacred Heart Presbytery, Edge
Hill, Wimbledon on 13 May 2017. President Norman
Plastow opened the proceedings, which were
attended by some 80 members, with Mayor Brenda
Fraser and other Councillors among the many guests.
Introducing his report for the year, Chairman
John Mays welcomed guests and members. He
introduced the Deputy Chairman, Jeremy Hudson,
newly appointed to the Board and thanked Sue
Lang and Jennifer Newman, both standing down,
for their contribution to the Board.
The Chairman described the work of the Board and
its Committees over the past year. The Board had, in
creating a new role of Deputy Chairman, established
viable succession arrangements; the plan was that
Jeremy Hudson would take over as Chairman at the
AGM in 2018. The Museum Committee had completed
the first stage of renovating the Museum, led by the
Museum Committee’s Chair, Cassandra Taylor.
The Planning Committee had expanded its role
and is now called The Planning and Environment
Committee and had pursued a number of important
issues throughout the year.
The Activities and Events Section had continued
its popular programme of tours, visits and events
etc. The Local History Group had continued actively
pursuing local history issues.
The Chairman also pointed out that the Society had
taken a strong position on a number of significant
problems including the constituency boundaries
proposals from the Boundary Commission England,
the Wimbledon Town Plan and Crossrail 2.
Treasurer Corinna Edge presented the 2016
Accountants and Trustees’ Annual Report and

Iain Simpson

Wimbledon Society contacts

Chairman John Mays with guest speaker London Assembly
Member Leonie Cooper (left) and Mayor Brenda Fraser (right)

n NEWS n

AGM report (continued)
Accounts, reporting the healthy
state of Society finances.
Norman Plastow was re-elected
President and Pat Keith, Charles
Toase and Tony Michael re-elected
as Vice-Presidents. John Mays was
re-elected as Chairman, Jeremy
Hudson as Deputy Chairman,
Corinna Edge re-elected as
Treasurer and Maureen Field
elected as Honorary Secretary.
Elected to the Board were Oliver
Bennett, Marsha Beresford, Linda
Defriez, Chris Goodair, Pamela
Greenwood, Asif Malik, Iain
Simpson, and Cassandra Taylor.
Members commented on the
Society’s work before the address
by the guest speaker Leonie
Cooper, Greater London Assembly
Member for Merton and
Wandsworth. Ms Cooper spoke
about the work of the Assembly
and her responsibilities therein.
SUE LANG
Honorary Secretary

Readers’ Letters
We are always interested in
the views of our members
both on items which have
appeared in the Newsletter, or
those which you feel may have
been overlooked. We cannot
guarantee that they will always
be published, but they will
always be read and considered.
If you would like to make a
suggestion or a contribution
to the Newsletter please either
write to The Newsletter Editor,
c/o Wimbledon Museum, or use
the email address shown in the
contacts list. All contributions
may be subject to editing, and
the Editor’s decision is final.

Perry Room (continued from p1)

The new book store
final results would not have been
so successful. The Perry Room now
sports a new ceiling. Woodworm
in the floorboards and damp in
the chimney have been treated
and cables laid within the ceiling
for an improved fire alarm system.
Access to the roof space is from the
corridor and no longer by climbing
over the Collections; two fire doors
have been installed.
The new steel units installed by
Polstore are more secure and fit
for museum purpose. They have
increased the amount of storage
space too. Levels of light, which

causes cumulative damage to many
types of collections, have been
considerably reduced by the design
of the new units and by installing
new LED lighting with separate
switches. The Perry Room has
been redecorated with paints and
materials approved for sensitive
museum collections and the new
easy-clean flooring gives nowhere
for pests to hide. A new anti-UV
blind has replaced the old blind.
AN ENORMOUS THANKYOU
All this would not have been
possible without funding from
The Wimbledon Society and
the co-ordination and forwardthinking of The Village Hall Trust,
in the shape of Iain Simpson
and Graham Martin, and their
contractors, especially Messrs Keen
and Best. The building repairs and
improvements took place within
the Museum’s three-month window
to use the Norman Plastow Gallery
for temporary storage. Moving the
Collections was a complicated and
a delicate process, something not
achievable without the expertise
of Yuko Hirata, Sheila Mercieca,
Jacqueline Lawrence and Georgia
Allistone, assisted by Sue McLaren.
Several others kindly helped us to
shift large items of furniture intact
so that we could use them for
temporary storage in the Gallery.
Thank you to everyone involved.

RICHARD MILWARD AWARD ESSAYS
A limited number of the Richard
Milward Award prize-winning essays,
by Ann Bremner and Alice Fookes and
published by The Wimbledon Society,
are available from the Museum. The
essays are free, but contributions to
the costs of publishing the essays are
welcome.
The essays are also available online at
www.wimbledonsociety.org.uk
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n PLANNING AND THE ENVIRONMENT n

Update on Crossrail 2
AS PART OF Wimbledon Society’s
continuing interest in the progress
of Crossrail 2 (CR2), the Society
Sub-Committee recently requested
a second meeting with the CR2
representatives to discuss the
project. It was held on the 9th
March 2017 with John Mays very
kindly providing the venue.
The questions raised by the
Wimbledon Society at the meeting
were based on a desire to understand
the parameters and constraints
which were guiding the CR2 team
and to understand the hierarchy of
ideas that would have an impact on
Wimbledon and its surroundings,
principally during the years prior to
the opening of the line.
At the meeting the CR2 team said
that another public consultation
would be due by June 2017 at the
earliest. It was noted that having
a later consultation would overlap
with the holiday period when
many people are away and would
also push back the project, and any
petitioning would slow down the
process. The CR2 team indicated
that its strategic business case had
been finalised, and that it would
be presented for review by the
Department of Transport, MPs and
ultimately for consideration by the
Prime Minister.
Several aspects of the project
were discussed during the meeting
and it was recognized that effective
and fluid communication between
all parties would be essential to
the acceptance of the final scheme
and for the successful and timely
completion of construction and
the commencement of efficient
transport linked to a revitalised
Wimbledon Town Centre.
Among the various questions
discussed, two points in particular
were put to the CR2 team.
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The first was that the Society
is pressing the point that the
tunnelling should be done from
the Thames end rather than from
Wimbledon, to lessen the size and
complexity of the working sites in
Wimbledon, and to get the spoil
directly into river barges not taken
onto local roads and the busy
commuter lines.
The second was that the Society
has asked that there should be
(perhaps 4) alternative schemes,
each one worked up to the same
level of detail, to allow proper
public comparison when the
consultation stage starts.
At the end of the meeting an
invitation was extended to Jen
Bryden of the CR2 team to attend
a future Wimbledon Society
Planning Committee meeting.
A few days after the meeting a
letter was sent to Dr Michelle Dix,
the managing director of CR2.
The letter listed what Wimbledon
Society understood had been
said at the meeting, and related
to questions concerned with
Construction, Appraisals and
Costings, Alternative Schemes and
Safeguarding Direction.
The letter covered various aspects
of the above matters in detail and
expressed Wimbledon Society’s
concerns regarding the planning and
the implementation of the scheme.
We will keep readers of this
newsletter up to date with
developments in this area as it is
clearly of great interest.
Note: Since the above meeting
took place the General Election has
been called for 8 June. This is likely
to impact on the dates of planned
meetings, etc, and could delay the
second consultation on Crossrail 2
until the autumn.

Join the Planning
and Environment
Committee
Are you interested in issues
affecting the local community,
such as:
6 air pollution
6 the diesel levy that Merton
Council looks set to introduce
6 maintaining our footpaths
and open spaces
6 the provision of extra benches
in the High Street
6 the number of new high-rise
office and hotel blocks
6 the future of our town
and local centres
6 traffic congestion in the High
Street and town centre
6 the effects of Crossrail 2
or any other matter that could
affect our local environment,
however large or small?
The Planning Committee has
always had a wide remit but this
has now been reflected in its
change of name to the Planning
& Environment Committee.
We are looking for people
interested in the environment
in the widest sense to join us to
develop these ideas.
If you would like to do so,
please contact secretarypc@
wimbledonsociety.org.uk

“No Diesel Levy now:
with Daisy here the NOx
levels are close to zero
– but her emissions do
wonders for the roses!”

n AIR QUALIT Y n

Death in the air
IAIN SIMPSON explains why a
government-led major initiative to
reduce pollution is well overdue

particulate matter (PM). PM10 and
PM2.5 constitute particles less than
10 and 2.5 micrometres respectively
(a micrometre is equivalent to one
thousandth of a millimetre). The
latter is 30 times less than the width
of human hair and easily reaches
deep into the lungs. It affects not
only children and adults but also
unborn children. In the urban area,
fossil fuel combustion from road
transport is the main culprit and in
particular the diesel engine.
Current (2008) data estimates
that the effect of just PM2.5 air

The main causes of air pollution
in London are nitrogen oxides (NOX)
and small particulates (PM2.5 and
PM10). The combination of these
leads to severe lung infections,
IN THE LAST newsletter article on
impaired lung function and
pollution the focus was on Merton
cardiovascular mortality leading
Council’s recent initiative in dealing
to about 9,000 premature deaths
with the problem in the borough by
every year. The main source of both
introducing a levy on diesel vehicles
these is exhaust from diesel vehicles.
based on issued parking permits.
Apparently, petrol engines emit very
Merton is not the only Council in
few of these pollutants.
Greater London to implement a
A King’s College Report dated July
diesel levy but the question remains
2015, prepared for TfL and the GLA
whether this is the right (and fair)
reported that in 2010, 3,537 deaths
way of attacking what is a very
in London were attributable
serious and fundamental
to long term exposure to
problem affecting all our
small particles (PM2.5) and
lives. There has been a lot
attributable deaths from
of recent comment in the
nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
press, from the government
were up to 5,879, a total of
and particularly from the
9,416. Levels of PM10 and
Mayor of London. The latest
nitrogen dioxide continue to
press release from the
exceed national air quality
Mayor’s office commented
standards in some areas of
that “the only way we can
London.
make our lethal air safe is if
The Mayor has recently
the government commits to
the major measures experts
The combination of nitrogen oxides and called upon the government
to introduce a national
agree are necessary to tackle
small
particulates
leads
to
about
9,000
diesel scrappage scheme and
this incredibly serious issue”.
premature deaths every year in London ULEZ (Ultra-low Emission
Many readers will be
Zone) style schemes in other
young enough to remember
pollution is alone considered
towns and cities across the UK.
the lethal smogs of the early 1950s,
responsible for at least 29,000
The Mayor has also launched a
caused by domestic and industrial
premature deaths a year.
consultation on introducing an
coal burning. In particular the
The UK, through DEFRA, reports
ULEZ in central London in 2019
1952 smog caused an estimated
annually under certain European
which could be expanded up the
4,000 to 12,000 deaths and an
directives covering background
North and South Circular Roads.
enormous increase in respiratory
information
on
pollutants.
These
It is clear that this is the most
and cardiovascular complications.
include sulphur dioxide SO2, PM10
serious health hazard we face in
This resulted in the Clean Air Act of
and PM2.5 particles (particulate
urban areas across the country and
1956. Considerable improvements
matter), carbon dioxide CO2, ozone
particularly in London.
have been made since then.
O3 and nitrogen oxides comprising
However modern day urban
Sources.
• DEFRA: Air Pollution in the UK 2015, September 2016
nitric oxide NO and nitrogen
pollution has a different make
• Environ Geochem Health (2015) 37:631–649 DOI
dioxide NO2.
up. It is less visible than the old
10.1007/s10653-015-9720-1 ORIGINAL PAPER Air pollution
and public health: emerging hazards and improved
European directives set limit
smog but just as insidious (perhaps
understanding of risk. Frank J. Kelly, Julia C Fussell
• Kings College London, Understanding the Health
values, target values and long term
more) in its effect. This ‘invisible
Impacts of Air Pollution in London For: Transport for
London and the Greater London Authority By: Heather
objectives. Limit values are legally
killer’ contains nitrogen oxides
Walton, David Dajnak, Sean Beevers, Martin Williams, Paul
binding and must not be exceeded.
Watkiss and Alistair Hunt. Date:14 July 2015 FINAL
(NOX), ozone (O3) and very small
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n LOCAL HISTORY n

... And a groat with a hole in it
THERE IS A POINT in a Church of
England service before the sermon,
when the notices are read, and the
banns, and (in the 1662 prayer book)
the briefs and excommunications
are read. Nowadays we don’t get
many excommunications, but what
were the briefs? And what do they
have to do with Wimbledon? They
were appeals for charity rather
like ‘The week’s good cause’ on the
radio – indeed, they were often
as frequent (i.e. one each week),
and people got fed up with being
asked for money every Sunday, in
addition to the ordinary church
collection. Pepys wrote in his diary
in 1661 complaining that they
had become a weekly event and
he ‘resolved to give no more to
them’. In Wimbledon the parish
clerk recorded the amount of each
collection in the back of the parish
register from 1692 to 1712.
I have transcribed all the
briefs for the twenty-year period
and compared them with the
collections in other places; there
were 185 appeals, although 56 of
them produced no contribution
from the congregation – they
must have agreed with Pepys that
there were too many of them. The
parish clerk stood at the door of
the church after the service saying
‘Please to remember the brief’,
but on one occasion all he got was
1s 8d and a groat with a hole in
it (20 old pennies). Quite a lot of
farthings are recorded (about 15p
in today’s money), and it is thought
that a farthing would have been a
contribution from a poor family.
Most of the appeals were for
disasters, nearly all of them
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CHARLES TOASE discovers that
resistance to endless charitable
appeals is nothing new

A painting of St Mary’s Church by John Barralet, circa 1780
fires (this was in the days before
insurance); the second most
common cause was the building of
churches – usually the rebuilding.
Wimbledon people gave 8s 6½d on
10th June 1711 towards a church
on the Isle of Wight where the
churchyard had been encroached
by the sea. Sometimes the money
was to help a Protestant church
in a Roman Catholic country – in
1708 they gave £1 5s 8d, about
£75 today, from a population

Wimbledon people gave
8s 6½d on 10th June 1711
towards a church on the
Isle of Wight where the
churchyard had been
encroached by the sea

of about 500 people, for a town
in Germany where the Elector
Palatine had allowed the local
Protestants to build a church but
they could not raise enough money
themselves; that was twice as much
as Wimbledon usually gave in
response to a disaster such as a fire.
An appeal for Chester Cathedral
produced £1 2s 6d towards
repairing the damage done by the
‘rabble’ on the Duke of Monmouth’s
passage through the city in 1683
(although the collection was 20
years after the event).
So why were there so many
appeals, and how were they
organised? The general practice
was to petition the King, who
would issue an edict to ‘all parsons,
vicars, curates, churchwardens
and overseers of the poor to take

n LOCAL HISTORY GROUP n

Horse troughs
A RECENT STUDY lists eight troughs
in Wimbledon, although they were
originally called cattle or sheep
troughs. Most have been moved
from their original positions,
several to the Common. Two came
from outside Wimbledon, the one
in Parkside from the Strand as a
result of road widening and one
on the Common from Hampstead.
One has not been traced; it was in
Haydons Road from 1900, but had
been removed by 1977. The trough
that was near Christ Church went
to the Museum of London. The
one now in South Park Gardens is
almost certainly the trough that
was outside the Town Hall and
moved to Hartfield Road in 1928. As
well as those near the windmill and
in the Rangers Yard, there is one in
Cottenham Park Road by Coombe
Lane and another in the High Street.
CHARLES TOASE

Photos by Nigel Davies

notice and govern themselves
accordingly’. So these instructions
went to every parish in the country,
which explains why Wimbledon
received so many. In the 18th
and early 19th century the whole
system was run as a business, with
one firm in particular doing most
of the collecting. The result was
that the costs of collection took
a large proportion of the money
(which still happens today with
some charities). On the 8th of July
1711 the people of Wimbledon gave
fifteen shillings and sevenpence
halfpenny to Colchester, to rebuild
the church that had been destroyed
in the Civil War. The total collected
across the country was £2,142
11s 4d, but £546 19s 10d went in
expenses; the Lord Chancellor
took £39, Mr. Roberts (who ran the
whole business) had £28 3s 2d plus
expenses amounting to another
£120, and the collectors who went
round the 10,916 churches got 8d
for each brief, amounting to £374
1s 6d. The whole thing got so out
of hand that it was eventually
abolished, leading to the charity
laws that we have today.
In those 20 years from 1692, the
parishioners of Wimbledon gave
money to 41 churches and to help
in 84 cases of fires; in addition
there were refugees [probably
Huguenots], damage to watermills
in Cheshire, and ‘the widows
and orphans of ye seamen that
were drown’d in ye storm’, the
hurricane of 1703 that destroyed
Eddystone lighthouse, overturned
400 windmills, and killed 123
people. One of the churches, in
Northumberland, managed to be
damaged by fire and also ‘by the
French’ in 1692. Finally, a sign of
the times also in 1692, the people
of Wimbledon contributed £12
19s (nearly £800 today) towards
a ransom for people captured by
Barbary pirates.

The horse troughs on Cottenham
Park Road (top), the High Street (middle)
and Parkside (above)

Getting it right
IN THE LAST NEWSLETTER we said that the Group was identifying and
correcting errors in published information about the history of Wimbledon. On
the same page, we managed to make one ourselves; the age of Wimbledon’s
oldest inhabitant was given as 110, when she was in fact 109. The gremlins
struck again in the Wimbledon Society annual report for 2016, where she
was reported to be 107. She was born on 5th February 1907, she died on 28th
September 2016, making her the oldest person ever to have lived in Wimbledon.
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n OBITUARY n

IVOR NOËL HUME, internationally
renowned archaeologist who
died on 4 February 2017 aged 89
in Williamsburg, Virginia, USA
had been, with his wife Audrey,
co-curator of the Wimbledon
Museum from 1951 to 1952. She
was the daughter of John and Daisy
Baines of 10 Melbury Gardens,
Wimbledon, and they met in
1949 on the St Swithin’s House
archaeological site in the post-war
City of London. They married in
1950 and moved into the second
floor of the Wimbledon house,
which had been re-built following
severe bomb damage in 1944. They
lived there for seven years.
Hume – always known as Noël –
had originally looked for a career in
the theatre, but in post-war London
stage management did not provide
a living wage, and Hume turned to
mudlarking and seeking ‘treasure’
on the riverbank. He began selling
his finds to the Guildhall Museum,
which was struggling to re-establish
itself with minimal funding and
accommodation, and found
himself helping out by washing
newly-excavated artifacts. He
became a field worker, and a
distinguished career was born.
He worked on digs within the
restoration building sites in
London, which was (especially by
to-day’s standards) a dangerous
and frustrating occupation.
He told hair-raising stories of
archaeological sites (regarded as a
nuisance by builders) being looted
of artifacts by workmen who sold
them for beer money.
The Humes acquired a large
collection of tortoises, terrapins
and similar animals, which
brought them some level of
celebrity in a world of austerity
where such beasts were considered
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4 November 1927 – 4 February 2017

Ivor Noël Hume at work in Williamsburg,
Virginia, in 1976 (above); Hume and
his wife Audrey Baines met on the
archaeological dig at St Swithin’s House
in 1949 (below)

He told hair-raising stories
of archaeological sites
(regarded as a nuisance by
builders) being looted of
artifacts by workmen who
sold them for beer money

very exotic. They featured in
the press and on radio, made a
documentary film and in 1954
published A Handbook of Tortoises,
Turtles & Terrapins, which remained
in print for three decades.
Hume’s work brought him to the
attention of Colonial Williamsburg,
a living-history foundation in
Virginia, USA and in 1956 he was
invited there for three months to
advise on their large collection
of unearthed bottles and glass
shards. This subsequently led to an
invitation to join the foundation
and organise the Archaeology
programme. In February 1957,
after finding homes for 50 assorted
exotic animals, the Humes
departed for Virginia, accompanied
by one large tortoise which
travelled in the cabin with them.
Ivor Noël Hume’s career in
Virginia was eminent and welldocumented. He wrote many books
and in 1992 received an OBE for
service to British cultural interests
in Virginia. Fairly recently he
donated his late wife’s teddy bear,
one of the few surviving items from
the bombing of her childhood
home, to the Wimbledon Museum.

© Museum of London

IVOR NOËL HUME OBE

n T H E N AT U R A L E N V I R O N M E N T n

The Crags and Cliffs of Wimbledon

NESTING PEREGRINE FALCONS
perch on the Civic Centre building
to watch for prey. Swifts scream as
they fly to and from their nest sites
in old houses. Rock Doves strut the
Village pavements. In Wimbledon
we also have mosses and tiny ferns:
Hair mosses, Wall Screw-moss,
Hart’s-tongue, Wall-rue, Maidenhair
Spleenwort and Black Spleenwort;
and the flowers of Navelwort, Biting
Stonecrop, Pellitory-of-the-wall and
Wall Speedwell. All these species
have in common is that they are
usually found on crags or cliffs. So
why are they found in Wimbledon?
Well, we’ve got artificial cliffs
here instead: cliffs provided by
walls of brick or stone, roof ridges
and niches in high-rise buildings.
There aren’t many species on them
because such artificial places don’t
provide much of a welcome. Seeds
and spores may have to travel from
afar and on arrival face hostile
growing conditions. The crannies
are parched in summer and there’s
little soil, so it’s only the toughest
of plants that can establish. The
fragile look of the little ferns is
quite deceptive as they are tough
cookies that can survive where
most other plants would fail. Most
of these colonists are too small to
cause structural damage and they
enliven the street scene.
Where there’s a substantial gap
in the brick or stonework, though,
our toughest trees and shrubs can
establish. These can then lever
the whole wall apart. So, we find
native thugs, such as Silver Birch,
Holly, Elder, Deadly Nightshade,
Traveller’s-joy and Ivy on our local

Dave Dawson

We haven’t got any crags or cliffs in
Wimbledon, so DAVE DAWSON asks
how do we have so many species that
normally thrive on them?

From top, left to right: Wall Screw-moss and Yellow Corydalis; Biting Stonecrop
and Black Spleenwort; Wavy Bittercress, Herb Robert and Feverfew
chimneys, roof ridges and walls. Ivy
is an exception, as it can root in soil
at the base of an intact wall, climb
and adhere to its surface. Indeed,
if the wall is in good condition, Ivy
cannot invade and it helps preserve
the wall by sheltering it from the
weather. The Ivy-clad wall acts like
a hedge and provides food and
shelter for wildlife. Robins often
nest in clinging Ivy and Holly Blue
Butterfly caterpillars feed on it.
Less specialised plants also
grow on our walls. We can see
them on gravel or sandy soils and
in pavement cracks: places that
present similar challenges to walls.
There are over 20 native pavement
plants that commonly stray

from there onto walls, including
Bittercresses, Herb Robert and
Annual Meadow-grass.
We can also see many garden
escapes on our walls, plants from
all over the world. There are over
15 species from the Mediterranean,
such as bellflowers, Yellow Corydalis
and Ivy-leaved Toadflax. From the
Americas we have got five species
including Virginia Creepers
and Mexican Fleabane. China is
responsible for the worst wall-thug:
Buddleja. From the Middle East
we’ve got Lamb’s-ear and from South
Africa we have got garden Lobelia.
Horticultural trade and our changing
climate have enriched our walls, but
some arrivals are real thugs!
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Wimbledon College – 125 years of educating “Men for Others”
Former Head Boy, JEREMY HUDSON,
explores the history of his alma mater
ON WEDNESDAY 18 January 2017
Wimbledon College celebrated
its 125th anniversary with a Mass
of Thanksgiving at Westminster
Roman Catholic Cathedral, attended
by 1,250 pupils and staff. It was a
far cry from that “dull morning”
in 1892 when the school first
opened its doors, in a small house
at 3 Cranbrook Road, Wimbledon.
Two boys were expected, the Lloyd
brothers, but only Tom turned up,
Willie was unwell. Since then some
14,000 souls have passed through
the College according to the
excellent history Wimbledon College:
The First 125 Years written by Anthony
Poole, Simon Potter and John Austin
(The History Press, 2016).
The school was founded by the
Society of Jesus “for improvement
in living and learning to the
greater glory of God and the
common good”. Their Wimbledon
mission had been founded 15
years previously and construction
of the Sacred Heart Church on
Edge Hill started 10 years later.
Soon afterwards it was decided to
establish a college for Catholic boys
in the new Parish.
The school started life in the
church’s presbytery. From there
it moved to a house in Darlaston
Road. Then in June 1893 the school,
comprising 23 pupils and 2 teachers,
marched in procession to its final
destination – the grounds and
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Students and staff in 1893
buildings on Edge Hill belonging
to the former Wimbledon School,
founded in 1859 by the Reverend
John Brackenbury. The premises
have been hugely extended over 125
years, but Brackenbury’s handsome
edifice remains at the core of
Wimbledon College.
Until 1946 the College was an
independent fee-paying school,
and from 1898-1919 prepared some
senior students for Sandhurst and
other military academies. 299
students passed through this “Army
Class”, of whom 43 died in the Great
War. Three College pupils were
awarded the Victoria Cross (two in
WWI and one in WWII).
In 1946 under one of its most
distinguished Headmasters, Fr
John Sinnott SJ, and in order to
become available to a wider circle
of pupils, the College became a
Grammar School. Its aim was “to
provide an education of the kind
and degree which time has shown
to be the best for preparing boys for
admission to the Professions, the
Services, and the Universities.”
In 1969, with the birth of

comprehensive education, the
College became a Voluntary Aided
comprehensive high school, with
700 boys on the roll, aged 12 to 18.
Within five years this increased
to 850. Under its formidable
Headmaster Fr Robert Carty SJ, a
new management structure was
created involving four Houses
(named for Catholic saints Campion,
More, Southwell and Fisher)
and three Lines (named for the
traditional Jesuit academic years:
Rudiments & Lower Grammar;
Grammar & Syntax; and Poetry &
Rhetoric). The present structure of
the College had been created.
The College has been blessed
with a succession of very fine Jesuit
Headmasters. Fr Michael Holman
(1995-2004) is credited with
taking Wimbledon to an academic
level comparable with the best
independent London day schools.
Fr Adrian Porter (2004-11) greatly
enhanced the fabric of the school
and vigorously promoted the
school’s cultural activities.
In 2011, however, the Society of
Jesus no longer felt able to provide
a priest to head the school, and
Adrian Laing was appointed as the
first lay Headmaster. He remains at
the helm in this anniversary year.
In his Foreword to the new College
history he proclaims the school’s
“central mission: to produce caring,
thoughtful and fulfilled young
people who, above all things are,
in the spirit of St Ignatius, ‘Men for
Others’”.

Photos courtesy Wimbledon College
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An act of extraordinary courage
bomb was discovered, 2nd Lt Cates,
to save the lives of his comrades,
placed his foot on the bomb, which
immediately exploded. He died from
his injuries on the next day, aged 24.
George is buried at the Hem
Farm Military Cemetery
in France. King George V
awarded the posthumous
VC to George Cates’s father
in an official ceremony in
Hyde Park on 2nd June 1917.
He is commemorated locally
at St Mary’s Church, Merton and at
Rutlish School.
On the 8th of March 2017,
on the 100th anniversary of the
day of George’s act of valour,
Merton Council organised a
commemoration ceremony at the
Wimbledon War Memorial on
Parkside. In addition to a number
of prominent local personalities
and many local residents, members
of the armed forces and the scouts
attended the event. Introduced by
the Mayor of Merton, the ceremony

Courtesy Merton Archives; Nigel Davies

ON THE 8TH OF MARCH 1917,
George Cates, 2nd lieutenant
in the Rifle Brigade, performed
an act of valour which cost
him his life but saved the lives
of others. For displaying
conspicuous gallantry and
devotion to duty, former
Wimbledonian George was
awarded a posthumous
Victoria Cross.
George Edward Cates was
born at 86 Hartfield Road on
9 May 1892, and educated at Rutlish
School, Merton Park. He worked
as an insurance clerk, and was an
Assistant Scoutmaster of the 2nd
Wimbledon troop. On the outbreak
of war in 1914, he joined the 28th
County of London Battalion, and
in 1915, he was commissioned as a
2nd lieutenant in the Rifle Brigade,
seeing active service in northern
France. In March 1917, he was part
of a working party deepening a
captured enemy trench near the
town of Peronne. When a buried

George Edward Cates, VC (left) and the
commemorative stone (above)
included hymns and readings, as
well as an account of George’s life
by the Leader of the Council. In
a moving interlude, the Citation
for the award was read out, as
published in the London Gazette
of 11th May 1917. A specially
commissioned commemorative
stone was unveiled. This stone has
now been permanently installed
at the foot of Wimbledon War
Memorial, beside the names of those
killed during the First World War.
ASIF MALIK

THE WINDMILL on the Common is
one of Wimbledon’s most cherished
landmarks. Built in 1817, the building
celebrates its bicentenary this year. The
Windmill Museum is housed within the
mill building, and is the only museum
in the country devoted to windmills.
Run entirely by volunteers, the
museum is open during the summer
season from April to November, on
Saturdays from 2pm to 5pm, and on
Sundays from 11am to 5pm. To mark
the bicentenary, entry to the Museum
is free throughout the year.
This special year in the life of the
mill is being marked by a series of
events. The launch of the celebrations
took place on Easter Monday 17
April 2017, when Deputy Mayor

© Simon Jospeh Photography

Wimbledon Windmill bicentenary

Councillor Stan Anderson (above) cut a
ceremonial ribbon to start the year-long
programme of events. On this day, a
festive atmosphere prevailed at the mill,
with numerous activities. These included
baking demonstrations by Community
Chef, children’s activities – making
paper windmills proved very popular
– and beer tastings, kindly sponsored
by Wimbledon Brewery. An elaborate

display of scouting activity took place
in the field opposite the Windmill.
Scouting has a particular resonance
with the Windmill, as Lord Baden-Powell
wrote parts of his book ‘Scouting for
Boys’ in the cottage next to the mill.
The Museum had a particularly
successful day, with a record number of
visitors – 867 adults and 378 children,
a total of 1,245. Visitors thronged
the floors of the museum, studying
the numerous models of windmills,
watching a video of windmills, and
grinding their own flour to take away!
Please visit the website www.
wimbledonwindmill.org.uk for more
information on the Museum, and on
forthcoming bicentenary events.
AM
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http://www.bigyellow.co.uk/
Get some space in your life.

YOUR SOCIETY NEEDS YOU!
Leader for Travelling Talks Team

The Museum plans to revive its Travelling Talks programme which
has lapsed over the past two years due to staff changes. We have
2/3 existing speakers prepared to give talks and three existing
scripts with slides.
Candidates should have experience in public speaking and be keen
to develop new and existing outlets and manage the speakers’
programme. The talks are based on various aspects of the history of
Wimbledon and there is scope for new talks to be developed.
The aim of the TTT is to reach outlets with people who are unable
to visit the Museum of Wimbledon because of distance, parking or
inability to climb the stairs.
Please send cv to Cassandra Taylor at casskent37@gmail.com

Surveyors, Valuers & Estate Agents

Museum Business Manager

The Museum is looking for someone to manage its business,
administration and budget affairs.
Candidates should be prepared to visit the Museum at least
once a week, to keep records up to date, to liaise with those in
the building involved in Health and Safety matters and to set
and manage the annual budget. Computer literacy is essential
including working knowledge of Excel.
A job description is available and some training will be
provided. This is a new post with a chance for the successful
candidate to develop the brief as necessary.
Contact casskent37@gmail.com

At the heart of the community
We are pleased to support the Wimbledon Society

Sales 020 8947 9833

I

Lettings 020 8879 9669

www.robertholmes.co.uk

Help wanted at the Museum

Duty Officer The post involves greeting visitors to the Museum,
showing them how it is laid out, dealing with simple inquiries
and directing other queries as appropriate. Training will be
given and Duty Officers are asked to volunteer for one weekend
afternoon per month. Museum opening hours are 2.30-5pm on
Saturdays and Sundays. A quarterly rota is issued and DOs are
free to swap their duties around if necessary.
Must be computer literate. Please contact Cassandra Taylor
at casskent37@gmail.com with a brief cv.

Designer

We are looking for a designer or graphic artist to help out with
small ad hoc design projects for the Society and the Museum –
maybe a poster or a mug. Please contact Kevin O’Neil at
oneilk@blueyonder.co.uk with a cv and portfolio.

Keen photographer wanted

The Society occasionally has need of a photographer to
record its social gatherings. Please contact Asif Malik at
asifmalik@wimbledonsociety.org.uk

We support people with care
needs in their own homes
•
•
•
•
•

Staff are matched to client’s needs
Professionally trained staff
Clients treated with respect and dignity
Regulated by the Care Quality Commission
Personal Care and Social Care services available

Membership Secretary

We are seeking a new Membership Secretary. The role includes
keeping the Society’s membership records and helping to expand
the membership base. Please contact John Mays on 020 8946
2198 or 07850 69 77 23, or email john@themayses.co.uk

Call us on

0208 648 9677

The Wimbledon Society was founded in 1903. It is a Registered Charity (No 1164261), and a company limited by guarantee (No 9818707). Annual subscription rates:
Individual £15; Couple/family £20; Affiliated: £25. Membership application forms can be downloaded from the Society website or collected from the Museum.
The Museum and Bookshop (020 8296 9914), 22 Ridgway, near Lingfield Road, are open from 2.30 to 5.00pm Saturday and Sunday. Admission free.
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